Field Service Technician
Beverage Equipment Service
Sonshine Enterprises





Family owned business of 25 years with “World Class” customer service
Service and installations of commercial beverage equipment in NE, Northern KS, NW Missouri,
Western IA, and the quad state area of MN, SD, IA, NE.
Based in Henderson, NE with technicians working from different branches.
We train on specialized equipment

Becoming a team member with Sonshine Enterprises is a perfect opportunity for a rewarding career.
Our technicians build strong customer relationships while working on specialized equipment. We
want candidates that are willing to be trained and hungry to learn a trade with a desire to succeed.
We train you to be the best in the industry!
If you like daily interaction with customers and don’t mind tons of driving and occasional late
night/weekend calls, PLUS you are mechanically and technically inclined-YOU may be our next tech!
Responsibilities Include:
 Drive a company vehicle in a safe manner to customer locations and repair, install or
perform preventative maintenance on commercial beverage equipment.
 Conduct business with all customer contacts in a professional manner.
 Keep inventory of vehicle.
 Report all actions on a per job basis.
 Ensure that beverage machine dispense beverages according to specific quality, conformity
standards and functionally.
 Educate customer on proper maintenance procedures to minimize equipment problems.
Requirements Include:
 Great attitude, dependable, honest
 Ability to effectively communicate with the customers, other employees, and the office
 Strong written and oral communication skills
 Should be able to use a smart phone and a lap top.
 Technicians will need to be in good physical shape in that excessive stooping and occasional
lifting and/or carrying up to 75 pounds are required.
 Mechanically inclined and high degree of technical aptitude.
 Basic knowledge of plumbing and electrical
 Outstanding organizational skills.
 Demonstrated self-motivated and self-directed ability.
 Ability to tolerate prolonged driving when necessary
 Possess a clean DMV driving record.
 Ability to pass a Background Check.
Job Type: Full-time, working from our Henderson location.
Required education:
 High School or equivalent
Please contact 402-723-4660 or sonshineenterprises2@gmail.com for an application

